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• Leading states
  – Sweden and Germany
  – ICMPD secretariat and Project logistics

– PP4 partners EASO & UNHCR
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• 7 participating states
  – Armenia, Belarus, Georgia, Kyrgyzstan, Moldova, Ukraine + Turkey

  – Observing states: Albania, Bosnia-H, Kosovo*, FYROM*, Serbia, Russia

  – Peer partners from EU MS
    • France, Belgium, UK, Hungary, Poland, Germany
Activity based project

• **EASO Inclusion module** (in Russian + Turkish)
• Study visits + Expert mission (TR)

• Country Specific **Road map**
  – National training programme (‘receipt’)
• **Guidelines** on Training in the Asylum Process – Approaches to Achieve Quality
Prague Process Guidelines on Training in the Asylum Process –
Approaches to Achieve Quality
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Purpose of Guidelines

• Focus on the *role* of training
  – quality and standards in a national asylum process
  – sustainable program; *not* ad hoc workshops

• National ownership of training program is *the* important feature
Current pilot project – PP7
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Quality in the Decision-making in the Asylum Process

- Focus on Continuous Training Using Content of Jurisprudence
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Leading states
– Sweden and Germany
– ICMPD secretariat and Project logistics

– PP7 partners EASO & UNHCR
  • Adding value, not duplicating
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What & how

• **Seminars (interactive)**
  – Short presentations of jurisprudence from Courts in Luxemburg and Strasbourg + national courts
  – Case studies sessions
  – Role play, Moot court etc

  – Approach of training-of-trainers
Guidelines

• Concept of how to organise continuous training

• Tools developed – for interactive seminars
  – Trainer’s manual of case studies sessions
  – List of databases etc, where to find jurisprudence; but also other training material
Thank you for your attention!

Visit www.pragueprocess.eu!